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Safari by ATV to the Avachinsky volcano, 1 day
The group will go to the direction of the Avachinskaya tour base, and in some places the route will pass along the bed of the river Dry.
Along the route the tourists will have to go through, at first sight, remote sites of alder woodland, water barriers, swampy territories, fields covered
with volcanic bombs – evidence of numerous eruptions of our «calm and dearest» Avachinsky volcano. You will also get through sandstones where
here and there dead and dry trees are seen. Someone called this place «valley of death», but you have to admit that, between clumsiness and
immovability, there is its own gloomy beauty that one can find. Having passed all these barriers, a group will reach the foot of the volcano where it
will stop and make a camp. During the stay a delicious lunch will be cooked and travelers will have a chance to have a rest after a long ride, to
admire marvelous views from the camp. With experienced guides you will explore the nearest sights (including the mountain Camel), and will get
acquainted with native flora and fauna.
Period of the tour: mid of June – October
Kind of the tour: extreme tour by ATV
Duration: 1 day
Length: 40-50 km
Difficulty: middle
Number of people in a group: 10
Meeting of a group: liquor store «Probochka» (North-East district)
The meeting time: 11:45 am
The route: Petropavlovsk-Kamchatsky – the foot of the volcano – the river Dry – Petropavlovsk-Kamchatsky
Day
Program
Departure from the base «ORCA» (not far from the ski base «Lesnaya») to the foot of the Avachinsky
volcano.
Arrival to the foot of the volcano.
1
Lunch. Rest. Sightseeing. Free time.
Return to the base «ORCA».
The price includes:
- rent of ATV
- tour guide – instructor
- assurance
- meals on route
- partial regimentals (helmet, raincoat)
Necessary equipment: wind-water protective jacket with a hood, spare footwear and clothing, a headdress, gloves, sunglasses, a security measure
from solar burns and blood-sucking insects, photo and video cameras
Conditions of using ATV:
- Passport or another ID;
- Obligatory personnel safety notification before starting the route;
- Registration of all necessary documents;
- Acquaintance with safety measures, and also with possible risks; signing of the relevant documents;
- Children under 16 y/o are allowed to be on the route only as passengers
* The tour operator has the right to change the prices!!!

We wish you a delightful vacation and unforgettable experience!

